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City of digging diggy's adventure

Requires iOS 10.0 or later. Compatible with iPhone 5S, iPhone 6, iPhone 6 Plus, iPhone 6S, iPhone 6S Plus, iPhone SE (1st generation), iPhone 7, iPhone 7 Plus, iPhone 8, iPhone 8 Plus, iPhone X, iPhone XS Plus, iPhone XS Max, iPhone XR, iPhone 11, iPhone 11 Pro, iPhone 11 Pro Max, iPhone SE (2nd generation),
iPhone 12 mini, iPhone 12, iPhone 12 Pro, iPhone 12 Pro Max, iPad Air, iPad Air Wi-Fi + Cellular, iPad mini 2, iPad mini 2 Wi-Fi + Cellular, iPad Air 2, iPad Air 2 Wi-Fi + Cellular, iPad mini 3, iPad mini 3 Wi-Fi + Cellular, iPad mini 4, iPad mini 4 Wi-Fi + Cellular, i Pad Pro (12.9-inch), iPad Pro (12.9-inch) Wi-Fi + Mobile,
iPad Pro (9.7-inch), iPad Pro (9.7-inch) Wi-Fi + Mobile , iPad (5th generation) , iPad (5th generation) Wi-Fi + Cellular, iPad Pro (12.9 inches) (2nd generation), iPad Pro (12.9 inches) (2nd generation) Wi-Fi + Cellular, iPad Pro (10.5-inch), iPad Pro (10.5-inch) Wi-Fi + Mobile, iPad (6th generation), iPad (6th generation) Wi-
Fi + Cellular, iPad Pro (11-inch), iPad Pro (11-inch) Wi-Fi + Cellular, iPad Pro (12.9-inch) iPad mini (5th generation), iPad mini (5th generation) Wi-Fi + Cellular, iPad Air (3rd generation), iPad Air (3rd generation) Wi-Fi + Cellular, iPad (7th generation), iPad (7th generation) Wi-Fi + Cellular, iPad Pro (1 1 inch) (11 inches)
(11 inches) (11 inches) (11 inches) (11 inches) (2nd generation), iPad Pro (11-inch) (2nd generation) Wi-Fi + Cellular, iPad Pro (12.9-inch) (4th generation) , iPad Pro (12.9 inches) (4th generation) Wi-Fi + Cellular, iPad Air (4th generation), iPad Air (4th generation) Wi-Fi + Cellular, iPad (8th generation), iPad (8th
generation) Wi-Fi + Cellular and iPod touch. pixel_player3065813472'm sorry. I think everyone knows about the sticky posts. What I meant was that there are major sections like General, Egypt, Special Events &amp; Weeks, etc. So when you click on the main section, there are a lot of posts that stay or are stuck in
place so they never get lost among the other posts. So, Group posts☺ from Diggy's Adventure Wiki DIGGY WIKI IN OTHER LANGUAGES: POLISH/POLSKI Diggy's Adventure is available on pixel portal! Check out the enhanced gaming experience! On The Pixel Portal Monday is a day when the diggy team
prepares for Tuesday's update, testing all new missions, mines and new features. If you want to suggest one, do not hesitate and do so on our forum! Don't forget to use search to see if it's already been suggested. If yes, post to existing thread. This way we'll know what the most popular ideas are, so let's work on them
first! ... energy regenerates over time! ... check out information about Energy! ... Fully clearing the mines will reward you with extra XP! ... Don't forget to buy new equipment! ... cooking food will with extra energy to face big big ... Clear the space in the camp and go lower as soon as you can! ... Join diggy's Adventure
groups on Facebook to find more neighbors and discuss the game! Find increasingly useful tips and tricks in our help! December 1, 2020 Update: Christmas Event is here! Jingle bells, jingle bells, jingle all waayyy, Oh, what fun it is to dig Christmas locations all day. We will collect Christmas rings, and takeouts from the
advent calendar. See what surprises Diggy brings, Oh this Christmas treasure what a beauty! NEWS IN THIS UPDATE: Christmas 2020 from December 1St History locations: General Post Office Backwater Office Village of Backwater Somewhere in the North Snowy Quarter Elven Hamlet Elven Workshops Backwater
Centre 2 Locations of the Challenge 24 Advent Locations - unlocking every day with big little surprises Collect Christmas rings and use them in the Christmas Fortune Chamber 2020 in exchange for large items Collect postal horns as event stuff , remember, that Rome was not built in a day and that the Christmas event
will come in several stages, where we will be adding more content to it - So if you finish the last mission available to you, and do not see a completion window - remember - more is on the way: 8.12. - Christmas Challenge Locations + a little gift for everyone 15.12. - Christmas 2019 for free 22.12. - The Christmas story
continues 29.12. - New Year's Story Locations THE CHANGES OF LUCKY CARDS: The ad limit increased from 1 to 3 Chests increased from 5 to 15 Recharge in the ads will be 8 hours CHECK OUT The DIGGY Play PORTAL on the widescreen, stay with the cheapest gems! See the full list of changes In changelogs
Feedback is welcome! Check out all the utopian mining changelogs is a cool new mining and collecting game like Motherload that puts you in the character of a Mining Robot. The game causes you to drill your way through the depths of the ground and collect Coal, Iron, Gold, Gems like Ruby, Diamonds etc. When you
think you have enough of it, you can take your findings to the surface and sell them to buy your drill machine parts (Chassis, Drills and Cooling Fluids etc.) and other upgrades. Utopian Mining offers wonderful 8-bit visuals, cool sounds and an incredibly addictive game. Utopian Mining is one of the best alternatives to
Motherload and will definitely entertain you. Dig Dug: Digging Strike is a Puzzle, Retro, Single and Multiplayer video game developed by Bullets and published by Namco. The game offers an exciting story, in which the hero and the president of the world Dig Dug named Taizo Hori who became unknown to the people
and the media left him in his favored son named Susumu Hori, Mr. Driller. The Government of Horinesia asks Taizo to help Mr. but he decides to go and deal with the whole situation himself and prove his power. After arriving on the island, the head of Hornesia Hornesia the task of finding fossils. The people of the island
have woket the deadly monsters that are sleeping beneath the surface. It has a number of levels and each level offers similar gameplay with some extra challenges. To progress in the game, you have to complete each level at any cost. Dig Dug: Digging Strike offers Retro Graphics, addictive gameplay and brilliant story.
It is the best game to play and enjoy. Gem Miner: Dig Deeper takes you on an incredible journey of huge underground borders. The game allows you to collect precious Gems, Metals and Ores by digging deep into the ground. Once you have enough of it all, you can go back to the surface, sell your findings and buy new
upgrades that eventually allow you to go deeper and collect more materials. With many challenging game stages, and four difficulty levels, cool visuals, amazing game-play and all the other wonderful things, Gem Miner: Dig Deeper is a lot of fun to play and enjoy. SteamWorld Dig is an action-adventure, platform and
single-player mining game with Metroidvania developed and published by Image and Form. The game escalated him into the role of the protagonist named Rusty, a lone mining steam bot that arrives in an old town. It occurs in the underground environment, and your task is to dig the ancient land, search for valuables
while digging up the threat. Steampunk and western themes inspire the game, and the game introduces an underground world full of terrors, treasures and mysteries. It consists of a variety of levels, and each level offers challenging gameplay with challenging objectives. Control the character and start navigating the
environment from the side view of the scroll, avoid obstacles, release power-ups and find treasures to progress through the game. Use your points to unlock more content in the game and become the master. SteamWorld Dig offers prominent features like a Rich World, Underground Environment, Human Civilization,
Degenerate Races and more. SteamWorld Dig is the best platform game to play and enjoy. I Dig It puts you in the character of a farmer named Lewis who alters his excavator and turns it into an advanced digging machine. Your task is to find all the sixty items that are hidden in the folds of the ground, take them to the
surface, sell them, earn money and pay the mortgage fee to save your farm. With a wonderful open freeplay mode, i Dig It offers 8 challenging mini-games to enjoy this game. In-game upgrades are provided to make your digging machine more reliable and up-to-date, so buy them and install different parts like drills,
chassis, temperature coolers, fuel control and damage etc. I Dig It offers beautiful visuals and an incredibly addictive game to enjoy this game. Mine 3 is an arcade and single-player game developed and published by Roofdog Games for iOS and Android. The game takes you in exciting mining mining Where you must
find treasure to score the points while avoiding enemies. It serves as the sequel to Pocket Mine 2 and offers brilliant graphics, and locates the exciting world. You must tap the block to dig and manipulate the environment to find and collect artifacts. During gameplay, you can create and equip amazing outfits, get cards,
unlock hidden treasure chests and gather valuable ones to become the best adventurer. There are dozens of gorgeous locations and each with superb artifacts and unique monsters. You can customize your character with equipment and can build your deck of cards to reach depth. Pocket Mine 3 includes prominent
features like Trade with Friends, Build your Friends, Customation, Dozens of Places and more. Try. Must a Mine is an arcade, idle and single-player arcade game developed and published by Defy Media for Android and iOS. The game puts the player on an epic adventure to discover the gold and treasure as he crosses
to the core of the Earth. During gameplay, the player must tap the screen as quickly as possible to dig deep into Planet Earth and mine their gold. The player's ultimate task is to collect or mine enough gold to become the clicker tycoon. The player can hire and upgrade the workers while playing the game with unique
abilities and ten fights to match the right equipment for amazing combo bonuses. In each level, the player must continue clicking on the screen to destroy the layers of the earth and receive chests of treasures, diamonds and artifacts. The game becomes difficult to master as the player advances through it. Must a Mine
includes key features such as Exclusive Craft Combinations, Boosters, Gather and Equip Artifacts, Achievements and etc. Check it out and have fun. Arcade Game Series: Dig Dug is an action, arcade, 2D and single-player video game developed by Bandai Namco Studios. First published for the Arcade platform in 1982,
Dig Dug finally appears for PC. In the game, the player needs to dig up, left, right and up and dig through planet Earth. During the game, he must inflate and blast enemies with his harpoon to knock them down or crush them with a rock to make points. The player's goal is to lure enemies into a tunnel and kill them at once
for massive points. Killing all enemies on the screen means that the journey begins towards a new level. While playing the game, the player can perform a set of techniques, including rock fall and more. A collection of objectives is available, and the player must complete each to make as many points as possible. The
player finds a game harder to play in advanced levels and needs more concentration to take on all levels. Arcade Game Series: Dig Dug has features such as Immersive Gameplay, 2D Graphics, Brilliant Mechanics, Sound Setup and more. Idle Digging Tycoon is a simulation video, adventure and single-player single-
player offered by ZPLAY Games for Android and iOS. Throughout the gameplay, the player plays as a manager whose main task is to manage the workers. The player has to name tasks for the different workers for the construction of the buildings. As the player makes progress, the game provides virtual gold coins for
him through which he can purchase advanced equipment. The game offers several projects to complete where the player must build the buildings perfectly to win high. Numerous attributes are there that increase as player performance increases, such as speed, workers, profits, etc. Miner Ultra Adventures is a
simulation, action-adventure and single-player game developed by Old School Addicted Blender. Throughout the gameplay, the player gains control over a character where the main mission is to pass the stages. Each stage offers different enemy aliens and a boss to defeat. As the player makes progress, the powers of
the enemies will double where the player has to work hard to take them down. The game contains two buttons to attack or defend where the player can beat all opponents using strategies. The player can throw his hat towards the enemies to fool them where the hat will return. Miner Dig Deep in our list of games like
Motherload is probably the best. This game is a cool platform and mining simulator that forces you to dig deeper into the ground and hunt a great treasure. To complete the objectives, you must create caves, travel through them and collect gems and rare metals, take them to the surface and sell them to buy upgrades.
After saving enough money, you can buy new digging machines that will definitely take you deeper and deeper into the ground and allow you to find more riches. With super cool visuals, an addictive game and other cool stuff, Miner Dig Deep is a great alternative to Motherload.Dig-N-Rig is a 2D simulation, Sci-fi,
Management, Platform and Mining created by digiPen Students. The game takes place in the underground world and allows the player to gather resources by digging the land and building complicated harvested machines. There are a variety of levels and each level represents its unique gameplay. The player's ultimate
task is to collect minerals from the bottom of the earth and transport them to his lab and earn points. The player can use their points to purchase advanced machines, upgrades and items. It unlocks more levels as the player advances through the game. The game only supports single-player mode and allows the player
to score the highest points to unlock all features. It combines the elements of strategy, platform and adventure. Dig-N-Rig offers exciting gameplay, many levels, outstanding features and dynamic sounds. Try it and you'll Diamond Rush combines the elements of the game Arcade, Platform, Puzzle and Single-player
created by S.a. The game offers gameplay similar to Boulder Dash and Tomb Raider. You can take on the role of the protagonist named Indiana Jones, who is an adventurer and your task is to explore an ancient temple full of puzzles, traps and obstacles in the forest of Angkor Watt in Tibet. There are many alternative
routes and mythical areas. You can repeat any previous level using the massive map to manipulate it again. Diamond Rush offers interactive gameplay like Mines, Rolling Boulders, Breakable Dragon Eggs and more. There are different enemies and affect the world by cutting objects and you can take advantage using



their behavior. Collect diamonds, earn points and solve tricky puzzles, defeat enemies and progress during the game. Unlock other levels using your experience and become the master. With excellent gameplay, exciting story and character, and dynamic sounds, Diamond Rush is the best game to play and enjoy. The
Caves of Midas is an Adventure, 2D and Single-player video game released by rainbowgamebro platform for Windows. The game mixes the elements of Perma Death, 8-bit, Rogue-like, and 2D. The game environment is focused on an underground world where the player must control a tiny character through a series of
levels and attempts to loot resources and reach at the end of each level to clean it. In accelerated gameplay, the player must race against the clock on randomly generated floors while avoiding deadly traps. Navigate the environment from the side-scroll view, level up using various tools, and discover resources to earn
experience points. The game rewards the player with huge rewards as clear levels and becomes the master. Avoid traps once you collide with a trap you may face permadeath. With cool stuff, exciting features, smooth gameplay and brilliant mechanics, The Caves of Midas is the best game to play and enjoy. Fossil
Fighters is an Rpg, single and multiplayer game developed and published by Nintendo. It is the first game in the Fossil Fighters series and offers and exciting gameplay that you have never played before. The story begins with a boy arriving on the fictional island called Vivosaur, an exciting land where dinosaur fossils
can be dug up. Fossils are available in stone form and can be taken to the lab to be cleaned using touch screen, hammers, x-rays and drilling machines carefully. The player needs attention to clean the fossils, otherwise they will be crushed. Once the player clears the fossils, he can get the DNA and relive it in a
powerful creature like Dinosaurs known as Vivosaurs. The game is about hunting fossils, reviving dinosaurs, and using them in battle to level up. There are different available as Hero, Rosie Richmond, Holt, Dr. Diggins, The B.B. Bandits and more. The player can select one of them to start starting Game. With
outstanding features, exciting gameplay and eye-catching sounds, Fossil Fighters is the best game to play and enjoy. Gem Miner 2 is an Action-Adventure, Side-scroll and Single-player video game developed only by Psym Mobile for Android. The game casts you into the role of adventure, which has to manipulate
ancient caves, temples and abandoned mines to find fame and fortune. Your character equips with a pickaxe that can be used to dig. There are a number of levels, and each level offers challenging gameplay with dangers and obstacles. It has three difficulty levels, such as Easy, Normal and Hard. Explore the world,
reach the exact direction using a map where the treasures are buried. The game looks easy but hard to play. Unlock other tools, items, and accessories, progressing throughout the match. Other levels will be unlocked as you progress. Score the highest points and challenge your teammates to beat you. Gem Miner 2
offers prominent features like Bluetooth Multiplayer, Six Difficulty Levels, over Seventy Expeditions, Sixteen New Missions, Freeplay Mode and more. Try it, and you'll like it. SteamWorld Dig 2 is an action-adventure, side-scroll and platform video game developed and published by Image &amp; Form. The game has a
single-player mode and serves as the fourth title in the steamworld series, and is the direct sequel to SteamWorld Dig, released in 2013. As in previous titles, the game focuses on the mining element and puts the player in the role of the protagonist named Dorothy, a steam-powered robot, appeared in the world as an
ally. The player uses the pickaxe to create a path through an underground environment by mining ground cubes away. During mining, the player needs to fight enemy creatures that come their way to earn points. Compared to previous games, SteamWorld Dig 2 introduces deep platform elements and a Metroidvania-
style world. It has a number of levels, and each level has puzzles to complete. The player explores the world from a side scroll perspective, and he can run and jump his way through levels to progress through the game. With enhanced mechanics, addictive gameplay and smooth controls, SteamWorld Dig 2 is the best
game to play. I Dig It Expeditions is an adventure, side-scroll and single-player video game created and published by InMotion Software, LLC for iOS. The game embarks on an epic adventure with the fabulous digging machine. The main objective is to cross the globe to find ancient artifacts, unimaginable treasures and
lost civilizations. During gameplay, you have to manage fuel, damage, temperature, cargo space, oxygen, etc. while finding underground excavations. You can make money selling your collection of old objects. You can use the money to upgrade the digging machine, buy more supplies and make repairs. Discover
Discover gas pockets, new species of unknown man, and more. The plot takes place in four unique locations around the world, including the South Asian Ocean, the South American Amazon and more. I Dig It Expeditions includes major features like Freeplay Mode, Save Checkpoints, Dozens of New Supplies, Inventory
Screen, Additional Challenges and more. Try it, and you'll love it. NOVA 111 is an adventure and single-player video game developed by Funktronic Labs and published by Curve Digital for multiple platforms. The game takes place in the world of science fiction where the player controls the orange ship on his way
through a variety of levels on various planets. The player's ultimate task is to discover the lost scientists after an experiment that goes wrong. The player navigates the puzzles and engages in the gameplay of strategic battles with astrobiological creatures in the strange environment where real-time earth and turn-based
world collide. As the player advances around the world, he needs to defend himself by gathering new upgrades and abilities for his ship. There are several levels, and each level offers challenging gameplay. The player explores the environment from a side scroll perspective and completes the missions to unlock more
content. NOVA 111 includes key features such as Innovative Gameplay, Strategic Combat, Tricky Puzzles, Created Planets, Cool Skills, and more. Try it, and you'll love it. Gold Miner is an arcade and single-player game developed and published by Senspark Co., Ltd. The game offers exciting gameplay and offers old
school graphics. It takes the player back in time and allows to become the gold miner with the aim of gathering gold, stones and other minerals to earn as much money as possible. There are several levels available, and the player needs to complete the set of objectives in each. The game has six miners and allows the
player to select one of them to start the game. The player has the opportunity to test their gold mining skills and can engage in the arcade gameplay experience. During the game, the player may have the chance to earn daily rewards by turning the wheel of luck. Gold Miner includes major features like Addictive
Gameplay, 30 Levels, Old School Graphics, Lucky Wheel and more. Check it out and have fun. Dig Dug II is an action game, single-player and two players from Namco and Bandai. Unlike the original game, it happens on the island where the player's ultimate goal is to kill all enemies on the ground. There are several
levels and the player can explore the world from a top-down perspective. Two different types of enemies are available, such as Pookas and Fygars. The main character of the game is equipped with two primary weapons, can be used to inflate enemies until they bus. The game rewards the player with points points Each
enemy killed and he can earn extra points by eating vegetables that once appears three pieces of land cut off from an island. Red monsters have the power to kill the player by touching him, but dragons have the power to kill the player, whether breathing fire to burn or touch him. There are different levels and the player
must try to reach the end of each level to advance. The game increases the level difficulty as the player passes through it. My Diggy Dog is an arcade and single-player game offered by King Bird Games for Android and iOs platforms. The game features a superb storyline that begins with once upon a time, when a dog
named Marty and his master have crossed the world to find treasures and valuable artifacts. But unfortunately, many years have passed, and Marty's master is quite adventurous before being able to gather all the artifacts he has always dreamed of finding. After that, Marty let his master give up because he wants to do
everything to make his master happy. Then he decides to go on an epic adventure to treasure along with some essential equipment with him. During the adventure, the player will experience the fascinating storyline, deep underground passages, colorful graphics, many gadgets and dozens of artifacts. There are many
levels, and each level comes with a set of objectives that the player must complete at any cost during the excavation. My Diggy Dog offers key features such as amazing graphics, underground hazards, reach objectives, valuable artifacts and more. Dino Quest: Dinosaur Discovery and Dig Game is a top-down
perspective, strategy and single-player game developed and published by Tapps Games. The game emembarks the player on an epic Jurassic adventure around the world to discover the mysteries of dinosaurs. The player navigates different continents to locate the fossils and bring them to his museum collection. With
details and exciting gameplay, the player can pick up their tools and start their journey. It starts by selecting a continent to navigate through various locations like Africa, the Americas, Asia and more. On each continent, the player can find excavation sites with various dinosaur fossils. Use your strategy and special tools to
do deeper, select the right tiles and find the old bones. Collecting the fossils will allow the player to complete their skeleton and gain access to authentic real-world information about the incredible discovery. Dino Quest: Dinosaur Discovery and Dig Game include prominent features like Tap to break Tiles, Find Bones,
different Dinosaurs, etc. Check it out, and he'll entertain you. Digfender is a video game developed and published by Mugshot Games Pty Ltd. The game takes place in the 2D world and supports single-player mode. The game deals primarily with a gameplay tower defense that players have never experienced In the
game, the castle below the enemy is waiting for the player. During gameplay, the player needs to pick up his push and prepare for the defenses. He needs to delve into the ground and locate the valuable treasures and ancient relics to help him on an epic mission. After that, the player needs to use his saque to create
powerful towers, set traps wisely and then unleash spectacular magic on his enemies. There are more than seventy challenging levels and the player can upgrade their trees to times to modify their defenses. Survival mode allows the player to challenge their friends to lower their high score. Digfender includes prominent
features like Unlockable Achievements, Leaderboards, Survival Mode, 70 Challenge Levels, and more. Dig Out! is a puzzle, side-scroll and single-player video game, which takes place in the 2D World, developed and published by Zimad for Android and iOS. The game allows the player to embark on an epic journey
where he needs to dig for glory. The player has the chance to become a diamond miner with the goal of digging as deep as the player. At the beginning, the player can enter the dungeon to start their hunt for rare treasure chests. In the game, the player has limited lives, and his drill is broken. With few lives and broken
workouts, the player is able to beat the score of his friends. During gameplay, the player needs to be careful of the vicious underground monsters that are ready to get in the way of the player's mining. So the player has to become smart to use his pickaxe to take down enemies. It offers randomly generated levels that the
player can explore. Each map is full of monster traps that the player has never seen before. There are many characters, and the player can choose his favorite to start the game. Dig Out! Includes prominent features like Discover Hidden Treasures, Exclusive Treasure Digger, Monster Traps and more. Check it out, and
you'll like it. Mars Miner is a top-down arcade, action and single-player game developed and published by RetroStyle Games for Windows. The game takes place in the futuristic environment, and the game serves as bomberman's remake. In the game, the protagonist, who is an astronaut stranded on the planet Mars
after a collision of a ship with a Metroid. Now, he must fight insect-like creatures to survive and find a way out of the house. The gameplay is almost similar to the original video game, in which the player needs to place and detonate the time bombs to clear the way and destroy enemies, avoiding getting caught in the
blast. The game introduces a three-bar energy meter at the bottom of the screen, and decreases as enemies touch the player or the long-range spit attack hits the player, or is burned by Continuous. Rocks and walls on stage will reveal unique power-ups when blown up. The game two different modes, different, as
History and Survival. In story mode, the player needs to reach the exit at any cost to the next level, while in Survival mode, the player needs to kill a lot of possible enemies. Mars Miner 2 is an adventure and single-player video game developed by Tuna Bowl Software, LLC for Android and iOS. The game allows the
player to mine, create and upgrade their path to freedom. According to the plot, the player is kidnapped by an evil mars corporation, which forces him to mine pieces of ancient artifacts hidden deep within the surface of six worlds. The game is played from a side scroll perspective, and the player's main goal is to find all
the pieces of valuable artifacts to break free. During gameplay, the player will discover many gems and ores along the journey that can be sold to buy more supplies and advanced equipment to allow the player to mine deeper. There are challenging levels, and each level needs to complete the task. The payer has a set
of tools that he can use to dig and make points. Devices can be upgraded using the points to advance through the game. Mars Miner 2 includes prominent features like Five Worlds to Explore, Randomly Generated World, Digging Tools, and more. DIG IT! – An Excavation Simulator is a driving and single-player
simulation developed by Cape Copenhagen for Multiple Platforms. The game brings heavy machinery to players including Bulldozer, high-powered diggers, garbage trucks and more. It takes place in an open world environment where the player opens his own digging company and jumps into the land of a breathtaking
world of excavation. During gameplay, the player has to complete a set of missions with realistically modeled vehicles. There are more than thirty challenging missions, and the player must complete each to earn money. While playing the game, the player must take on new jobs to earn money for new vehicles and
attachments in a set of realistic scenarios. Here the player has the chance to become a digging director in his city. A set of scenarios across the vibrant city, including suburbia, a gravel pit, industrial area, road construction site and more. DIG IT! – An excavation simulator includes key features such as Professional
Vehicles, Customization, Demanding Tasks, Miscellaneous Bucket Attachments, etc. Deep Town: Mining Factory is a single-player strategy and video game game developed by Rockbite Games for Android and iOS. The game takes place in the world of science fiction where the player controls an AI with the aim of
gathering, building and replicating. The crust of the planet is really deep and full of different metals, rare and precious stones. However, a high-tech digging system allows the player to drill through the rock and use tons of technology including drill robots, fire explosions, cryogenic freezing technologies and more. While
playing the game, the player needs to create buildings, buildings, and forge metals, mine resources and handmade items. The ultimate task is to create factory pipelines and then sell things for money. The game begins with a ship that lands on the surface of the planet and upon landing the player begins to dig deep to
reach the crust of the earth. Deep Town: Mining Factory includes key features like Side-view, 2D World, Digging Mechanics, lots of Tools and more. Dig Dug is a 1982 arcade, puzzle and action game, supporting single-player mode developed and published by Namco. In the game, the player takes on the role of the little
character with the task of removing the underground monster with an aerial jump, or dropping a stone on them. The game features two different types of enemies, such as Fygars (a race of green dragons) and Pookas (a race of cute red monsters). The player character is able to dig tunnels through the dirt and can use
his skills to kill monsters. The character will be slaughtered if caught by a fygar or a pooka. There are a number of levels, and the player must complete each to progress through the game. Each level consists of different monsters, some rocks, and the character, who can move around the playing field to kill monsters.
With addictive gameplay, superb mechanics and relaxing music, Dig Dug is the best game to play and enjoy. Doug Dug is an action and single-player game created by The Electric Toy Company, LLC. The game takes you on an epic adventure where you take on the role of the protagonist, who must dig to find the
treasure. It has a number of challenging levels with increasing difficulties and you have to gather treasures from the depths of the terrestrial environment in each level and score the best points. You can use primary equipment to dig the land can collect rewards and treasures to score the points. As the game progresses,
it becomes difficult to play. Each level is full of challenges, obstacles and obstacles that you must avoid or overcome to progress through the game. Score the highest points and challenge your teammate to beat him. With cool features, exciting gameplay, touch controls, relaxing music, Doug Dug is the best game to play.
Mega Miner is the last and most wonderful participant in our list of games like Motherload. The game is packed with brilliant elements of digging and collecting elements like Motherload and it does so with similar objectives. Your duty is to dig deep into the ground and mine minerals and metals like gold, silver, iron etc.
Take them to the surface, and sell them for the money. The money you get selling the items, can be used to buy upgrades for your drilling machine (drills, chassis, oils etc.). This wonderful browser-based game will definitely provide you with lots of fun and excitement full of game, beautiful visuals and a lot of other things
Boulder Dash is an action, puzzle and single-player game available for on Mobile Platforms such as Android, Windows Phone, and iOS. It is the remake of the original game released in 1984. The game takes place in the stunning world, filled with precious and valuable stones. You can take on the role of the protagonist
and your ultimate task is to dig your way and collect valuable to score the highest points and unlock other elements. The game contains over 220 challenging levels with over 40 DLCs. It is a mix of physics-based elements and side scrolling and includes over thirteen worlds you've never seen before. There are new
multicolored gems, unique collectibles, treasure chests and amazing power-ups. Navigate the cave, avoid countless enemies and overcome obstacles to progress through the game. As you progress, the game becomes challenging and introduces difficult obstacles. 220 new Levels, Play as Rockford, 9 new Female and
Male Characters, Multicolored Gems, Advanced Physics, etc. are the prominent features of the game. Try it, and you'll love it. Uncharted: Fortune Hunter is an adventure, puzzle, top-down and single-player video game developed and published by PlayStation Mobile Inc. The game takes place in the exciting world and
puts the protagonist on an epic adventure to amuse an ancient treasure in various levels. It offers a 3D environment and each level in the game needs a completion of the individual puzzle to progress. Take on the role of uncharted's famous protagonist and use your wits to survive and solve over two hundred deadly and
intense puzzle chambers. Follow the protagonist around six challenging and unique adventures. Become the hunter by collecting over fifty treasures buried in four worlds. As the game progresses, it becomes difficult to play and unlock new rewards and costumes to promote your adventures. Uncharted: Fortune Hunter
offers top features like Touch Controls, Unlockable Rewards, Become a Hunter, Smuggled Loot, over 50 Treasures to discover, and more. Uncharted: Fortune Hunter is the best puzzle game to play and enjoy. Diggy's Adventure is a top-down, puzzle and single-player video game created and published by Pixel
Federation for iOS, Facebook and Android. The game takes the player on an epic adventure where he has to discover the hidden treasure, solve mind-blowing puzzles and meet the requirements of missions to progress through the game and reveal the mystery of the temple. There are even thousands of levels available
full of puzzles to solve with increasing difficulties. Over a hundred compelling characters are waiting for the player. The player needs to select his favorite character available and start from a wonderful adventure to find the treasure. The game takes place in the five different mythological locations, and each site offers
many treasures to collect. The player explores the environment from top to bottom Earn experience points and can collect rewards to become the master. Weekly updates, five locations, over 500 mazes to escape, over 1000 puzzles to solve and more. Try it, and you'll like it. He.
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